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Some theorems in [4] indicate that the injective modules over a ring R 
provide a great deal of information about the structure of the ring. More 
recently, the papers of H. Bass [9] and C. Peskine and L. Szpiro [6] support 
this conjecture. Moreover, it has also been observed that even the minimal 
injective resolution of a Noetherian ring clarifies some of the structure of the 
ring. Carl Faith introduced in [Sj the concept of Z-injectivity: an injective 
module is JXzjective in case an infinite direct sum of copies is injective. 
C. Faith proved that the injective envelope of an integral domain (here 
a domain is not necessarily commutative) is Zinjective if and only if R is a 
right Ore domain. 
The result of Faith naturally leads to the following question: Let 
0 + R + E,, + . . . + E, + ’ ’ . be a minimal injective resolution of the 
commutative ring R. Let R be a positive integer. When are the injective 
modules E,, , El ,..., El, Zinjective? If they are 2%injective we say that the 
Noethevian depth of R is >, k, and we say that the ring is &-Noetherian. 
Similarly we define the Noetherian depth of a module lI[ (n.d., fif) by 
considering a minimal injective resolution of M. If n.d., M > k we say that 
the module is ,&-Noetherian. The main purpose of this paper is to study the 
Noetherian depth of a module and characterize &-Noetherian rings. 
Notation. All the rings to be considered in this paper are assumed to be 
commutative and equipped with an identity, and the modules will be unitary. 
I f  M is an R-module, E(M) denotes the injective envelope of ill. 
I f  J’is a set of prime ideals in R, we will sometimes use the nota- 
tion &E(R/P) to mean a direct sum in which each of the E(R/P) occur at 
least once but possibly many times. 
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For an R-module M we let 
Z(M) = :r E R; 3m f  0, wz EM such that YW = 01. 
ass M = (P E spec R; R/P has an injection into @>. 
supp 31 = (P E spec R; Mp = M OR R, f  O}. 
annR :1-I = (1. E R; YM = 0). 
Let s1 ,..., z, be a finite sequence of elements in R. We say that x*r ,..., 2~, is 
an M-seqz$ence (of length n) i f f  x1 $ Z(M) and .ri+l # Z(M/(x, ,..., x,)11) for 
1 < i < n - 1. I f  an ideal I contains an A/l-sequence of length n we say that 
G(I, iIf> > II Ill]. Ob serve that G(R, M) > n for any integer n and any 
R-module ill. For an ideal I in R we let G(I) =: G(I, R). 
I f  R’ is an R-algebra and M is an R-module, there is a canonical R’-module 
structure on the tensor product M OR R’. ?Vhen R’ = R[X] we denote 
Af OR R[X] by M[X]. 
Let _P be a family of prime ideals in the ring R. L. Claborn and R. Fossum 
introduced in [13] the notion of when R is Noetheria-n relative to the family _P, 
or -P-A70etkerian. We refer the reader to [13] for the original definition. 
However, it suffices for us to know that R is p-Noetherian if and only if for 
any ascending chain of ideals {1,}r=1 in R there exists an integer n, such that 
(I,& =T (1,+,), for all P E P and all integers 11 > n, . We also follow Claborn 
and Fossum and say that R is n-Noetheriun when R is Noetherian relative to 
the prime ideals of height < IZ. 
If  1r and I2 are two ideals in R we let I1 : 1, = (r E R; r12 C I,>. 
Finally, we note that i f f  = if and only if. 
1. SIGMA INJEcTIVE NI~DULES 
In this section we discuss some of the properties of Einjective modules. 
If  p is a family of prime ideals in a ring R we prove in Theorem 1.11 that the 
direct sum JJ,E(R/P) is Einjective if and only if R is _P-Noetherian. This 
characterization together with the fact that a Einjective module can be written 
as a direct sum of indecomposable injective modules (proved by A. Cailleau 
in [1]) will later be found useful. Furthermore, the connection between being 
f-Noetherian and 2-injective enables us to use some of the results of 
L. Claborn and R. Fossum in [ 131. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The following conditions are equivalent for n family 
(EijJ of injective R-modules: 
(i) uJEt is injective; 
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(ii) whenever we have an ascending chain {In}zZ1 of ideals in R there 
exists an iltteger n, and a cojkite subset J’ C Jl such that hom&+l/In , EJ = 0 
for all n > n, and all i E J’; 
(iii) zuherzever we have a sequence (x~):=~ of elements from R thme exists an 
integer n, and a co$nite subset J’ C J such that 
hom,((xl , xa ,..., x..,+J/(xl , x2 ,..., x& I$) = 0 
for all n > n, and all i E J’. 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 1.1 is a lengthy, but straigthforward 
calculation based on the ideas of the proof of Proposition 3.3 in [5]. We shall, 
however, give some immediate corollaries of Proposition 1.1. 
COROLLARY 1.2. The following statements are equivalent for an injective 
module E: 
(i) E is &‘njective; 
(ii) whenever we have an ascending chain (In}zZ1 of ideals in R there 
exists an integer n, such that horn&+,/I, , E) = 0 for II > n, ; 
(iii) whenever we have a sequence (xj>& of elements from R there exists 
an integer n, such that 
hom,((xl , x2 ,..., x~+~)/(x~ ,..., x,), E) = 0 for n 3 n, . 
COROLLARY 1.3.2 Let {Ei}i.J be a family of 2%injective lrwdules and suppose 
that &Ei is an injective module. Then UJEi is a 2%injective module. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let (Ei}i,J be a family of Cinjective modules. The direct 
sum &Ei is injective i f f  the direct product IIEi is Cinjective. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let (EijieJ be a family of injective submodules of the 
Z-injective module E. Then each Ei is Z-injective and uJEi is Z-injective. 
DEFINITION 1.6. If  E is an injective module and I is an ideal in R, we let 
e be the ideal defined by 
P = n ann AL 
ICannM 
MCE 
Remark 1. We observe that IE = ann M for some R-module M C E, 
and IE is the smallest ideal of this form which contains I. 
1 J - J’ is a finite set. 
2 This corollary appears as Proposition 5 in [l]. 
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Remark 2. Let I be an ideal in R. Then I = @ iff  there exists an injection 
of R/I into the direct product of some copies of E. 
LEMMA 1.7. If I1 and I2 are ideals in R and II C I2 then hom,(I,/I, , E) = 0 
iff IIE = IzE, 
Proof. Straightforward. 
THEOREM 1.8 (Faith). An injectiz’e R-module E is Z-injectiee i f f  R 
satisfies the ascending chain condition on ideals of tlzeform ann -VI, M C E. 
Proof. Follows from Corollary 1.2 and Lemma 1.7. 
THEOREM 1.9 (Cailleau). I f  E is a Z-injectine R-module then E is a direct 
sum of indecomposable Z-injectiue R-modules. Furthermore, an indecomposable 
&njectiue R-module is the injective envelope of R/P for some pr-irne ideal P C R. 
Proof. The first part of Theorem 1.9 is proved by A. Cailleau 
[I, Corollaire 41. Since we have restricted ourselves to the commutative case 
it is easily seen from Theorem 1.8 that an indecomposable Zinjective module 
is E(P/R) for some prime ideal P C R. 
The next lemma is related to Lemma 1.7. 
LEn;mrA I _ 10. If  P is a prime ideal in R and ,‘I is an R-module, then Mp = 0 
if and on@ ;S hom,(M, E(R/P)) = 0. 
Proof. It suffices to prove Lemma 1.10 when M is a cyclic module, say 
114 = R/I. We shall first give an indirect proof of the implication 
(R/I), = 0 3 hom,(R/I, E(R/P)) = 0. A ssume that hom,(R/I, E(R/P)) f  0. 
Let .f  : R/I ---f E(R/P) be a nonzero map. We get an injection R/I’ -, E(R/P) 
where I C I’ f  R. Since E(R/P) is indecomposable it follows that 
E(R,/P) N E(R/I’). Hence P E ass R/I’ and therefore ICI’ C P. This shows 
that (R/I), # 0. 
The other implication is obvious. 
THEOREM 1.11. If  J’ is a family of p Time ideals in R the module 
E = LLp E(R/P) is Z-injective ; f f  R is _P-Noetherian. 
Proof. Let {E,), be any family of injective modules. Corollary 1.2 and 
Proposition 1.1 implies that the direct sum &I& is Z-injective i f f  the following 
is satisfied: given any ascending chain I1 C I, C .~. C I, C .‘. of ideals in R, 
there exists an integer no such that homR(In+JIn , EJ = 0 for n > n, and 
i E J. We are considering the case when each Ei is of the form E(R/P) for some 
prime ideal P C R. In view of Lemma 1.10 we get that E is Z-injective i f f  for 
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any chain IICI,C ... C I, C ... of ideals in R there exist an integer n, such 
that hom,(l,,,/l, , E(R/P)) = 0 f  or all n 2 no and all P E J’. This is equiv- 
alent to that R is _P-Noetherian. [Lemma 1.101. 
Remark. It follows from Theorem 1.11 that E(R/P) is Z-injective i f f  Rp is 
a Noetherian ring. 
THEOREM 1.12. Let S be a sat R-module and let E be a Zinjective 
R-module. Then E OR S is a Z-injective R-module. 
Proof. Let us first consider the case when the Z-injective module 
E = E(R/P) for some prime ideal P C R. Hence Rp is a Noetherian ring. It is 
easily seen that the canonical map E -+ Ep is an isomorphism of R-modules, 
and we may consider E as an injective R,-module. Furthermore, we have an 
isomorphism E @JR S c( Ep OR. S, [2, Proposition 18, p. 971, and we note 
that S, is a flat R,-module [2, Proposition 8, p. 341. Using the fact that every 
flat module is a directed limit of projective modules, and that a directed limit 
of injective modules over a Noetherian ring is injective, it follows that 
Ep BRp S, is an injective R,-module and hence E 8s S is an injective 
R-module, Since @ commutes with direct sum, we conclude that E OR S is 
a Z-injective R-module. It follows that E(R/P) OR S N LlI_E(R/Q) for some 
prime ideals Q E&. (Theorem 1.9). We note that each prime ideal Q EQ is 
contained in P since E(R/P) OR S is an R,-module. 
Now let E be any Zinjective module and write E = &E(R/P) where J’ is 
a set of prime ideals in R (Theorem 1.9). We get that 
E OR 5’ = LI,WV’) @R 8). 
We have proved that E(R/P) @R S = &E(R/Q) and hence E OR S = 
&JE(R/Q’) for a family Q’. We note that each prime ideal Q’ E Q’ is contained 
in some prime ideal P ~2. Since R is P-Noetherian (Theorem 1.11) we see 
that R is Q’-Noetherian and therefore E @s S is ,Z-injective. (Theorem 1.11). 
2. THE NOETHERIAN DEPTH OF A MODULE 
In this section we introduce the Noetherian depth (Definition 2.1) of a 
module and show that there is a relation between the Noetherian depth and 
the flat dimension of a module. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let 0 -+ M + E, + El -+ ... -+ Ei -+ .** be a minimal 
injective resolution of the R-module M. We define the Noetherian depth of M, 
denoted n.d., M by n.d., M = sup (i; E, is Z-injective for n < i>. I f  E, is 
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not ,Z-injective, we let n.d., 11 . II = - 1 and if Ei is Z-injective for all 
i = 0, 1; 2 ,... we let n.d., M = 00 
DEFINITION 2.2.3 Let n be an integer > -1 or a. We say that an 
R-module M is .Z7C-Noet?zerian if n.d., M > n. 
Remark I. We note that n.d., M = cc for any module &I over a 
Noetherian ring R. Conversely, if the Noetherian depth of any R-module 
is > 0 then R is Noetherian [g]. 
Remark 2. If  E is an injective R-module then n.d., E is infinite or - 1 
according to whether E is Z-injective or not. 
Lmms 2.3. The following statements are equivalent for an R-module M: 
(1) n.d., AI > 0; 
(2) given an ascending chaiTz of ideals {In}zxl , there exists an zktegm IZ@ 
such that homR(In+JIn , AZ) = 0 for n > n, ; 
(3) Given an ascending chain of f.g. ideals {17JzZ1 there exists an integer 
1~~ such that homR(I,+JI, , M) = 0 for n 3 12~ . 
Proof. The implication (1) 5 (2) follows from Corollary 1.2. and the 
implication (2) => (3) is trivial. 
(3) + (1): We note first that if N is a f.g. R-module and M is any 
R-module hom,(N, &I) = 0 o hom,(N, E(M)) = 0. The equivalence 
between (i) and (iii) in Corollary 1.2 proves the implication (3) 3 (I). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let k be a positive integer. For an R-module M the follcxving 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) n.d., M > k; 
(2) wheneaer we have an ascending chain of ideals (I,J~Zz=l there exists an 
integer n,, such that extRi&+JIn , M) = 0 for all n 3 w0 and i = 0, 1, 2,..., k; 
(3) whenever we have an ascending chain of f.g. ideals (I,$:=‘=, there exists 
an integer n, such that extRi(In+& , M) = 0 for n > n, and i = 0, 1, 2,..., k. 
Proof. Lemma 2.3 proves Theorem 2.4 for k = 0. It is then easy to give 
a proof by induction on k. 
The next theorem is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.4 and motivates 
the definition of Noetherian depth. 
3 It has been observed by R. M. Fossum that a .&Noetherian ring is a commutative 
Solid Goldie ring with 1 (defined by Jans in [12]). 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let 0 + A! --f M--f M” + 0 be an exact sepellce of 
R-modules. Then: 
(i) ifn.d., M’ < n.d., n/r, then n.d., M’ = 1 + n.d., ilf”; 
(ii) if n.d., M” < n.d., AI, then n.d., M’ = 1 + n.d., M”; 
(iii) if n.d., M = n.d.,M’, then n-d., M” > n.d., AI. - 1; 
(iv) if n.d., A!! < n.d., M’, then n.d., A4 = n.d., M”. 
THEOREM 2.6. If M is an R-module and S is a jlat R-module, 
then nd., (M @a S) > n.d., M. 
Proof. Let 0 -+ IIf- E, + El + ... -* E, + ... be a minimal injective 
resolution of Al. We apply the exact functor - OR S to this sequence and 
derive the following exact sequence 
It follows from Theorem 1.12 that Ei OR S is Z-injective for i < n.d., M. 
and it follows then from Theorem 2.5 that nd., (M OR S) > n.d., M. 
Remark. We note that n.d., S > n.d., R for any flat R-module S. 
Before stating the next theorem we recall that f.d., M denotes the flat 
dimension of the R-module M. Furthermore, w.gl.dim R = sUpMEmOdR 
f.d., M. 
THEOREM 2.7. If M is an R-module then n.d., Al + f.d., M 3 n.d., R. 
Proof. We can assume that f.d., M < co. We shall give a proof by induc- 
tion on the flat dimension on M. 
(i) f.d., M = 0. M is then a flat R-module and Theorem 2.6 takes 
care of the inequality. 
(ii) Suppose the theorem is proved for all modules with flat dimension 
< n - l(n > 1). Let f.d., M = n and Iet (F): 
be an exact sequence where the Fi are flat modules. We split the sequence 
(F) into two exact sequences 
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‘Since f.d., X’ = n - 1 the induction hypotheses give that 
nd., M’ + f.d., M’ 3 n.d., R 
If n.d., M’ < n.d., F, we obtain from Theorem 2.5 that n.d., M’ = 
1 + n.d., M and hence Theorem 2.7 is proved. If  
nd., M’ > n.d., F, > nd., R 
it follows from Theorem 2.5 that n.d., M > n.d., R - 1, and since 
f.d., M > 1, n.d., M + f.d., AL >, n.d., R. 
THEOREM 2.8. Suppose that the ring R has finite weak global dimension 
(say w.gl. dim R = n) and that R is Z,L-Noetherian. Then R is a regular 
Noetherian ring of dimension n. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.7 that n.d. Ad > 0 for every R-module 
M. Hence R is Noetherian and w.gl.dim R = D(R)“. 
3. J’-NOETHERIAN RINGS 
We use Theorem 2.4 to prove that the Noetherian depth of a module M 
is connected to the existence of certain M-sequences. We study the relation- 
ship between Z,,-Noetherian rings and n-Noetherian rings. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let AI be a Jinitely generated mod&e such that 
n.d., M > 0. Then Z(M) = UPEaSSM P and ass M is a$nite set. 
Proof. By assumption E(M) is a Z-injective module. Hence E(M) = 
uiEJ E(R/P,) (Theorem 1.9). Since E(M) is an essential extension of a finitely 
generated module, J is a finite set. It is then easily seen that ass M = (PijiEr D 
The equality Z(M) = up E sss M P is proved by using Theorem 1.8. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let M and N be two finitely genef,ated modules. Let I be an 
ideal in R and suppose that supp NC V(I). If I contains an M-sequence of 
length n + 1 then extsi(N, M) = 0 for i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Proof. See remark after Proposition 3.3 in [16]. 
LEMMA 3.3. If xl , x2 ,..., x, is an M-sequence, then 
n.d., AZ/(x,, xs ,..., X,)M > n.d., A/l - n. 
a D(R) = global dimension of R. 
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Proof. It suffices to treat the case when the length of the M-sequence is 
one. So let x $2(M). Then we have an exact sequence 
O+M%M+M/xM-0 
and it follows from Theorem 2.5 that n.d., M/xM 3 n.d., M - 1. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let M be a Jinitely generated module such that nd., M > 0 
and let I be an ideal in R. The following conditions are equivalent; 
(1) hom,(N, M) = 0 for all f.g. modules N such that supp NC V(I); 
(2) hom,(N, M) = 0 for some f.g. module N such that supp N = V(I); 
(3) there exists an M-regular element in I. 
Proof. We shall give a cyclic proof. 
(1) 3 (2): Trivial. 
(2) + (3): Since N is of finite type, 
hom,(N, M) = 0 i f f  hom,(N, E(M)) = 0. 
According to Theorem 1.9, hom,(N, E(M)) = 0 i f f  hom,(N, E(R/P)) = 0 
for all prime ideals P E ass M. It follows then from Lemma 1.10 that 
hom,(N, M) = 0 ‘ f f  1 ass M n supp N = 4. Since supp N = V(I) this is the 
same as to say that ass M n V(I) = $. S ince ass M is a$nite set of prime 
ideals (Proposition 3.1) it follows that I($ (JpeaSSM P. Hence I @ Z(M) 
(Proposition 3.1) and therefore I contains an &f-regular element. 
(3) * (1): Follows from Lemma 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let M be an R-module of$nite type such that n.d., M 3 k 
and let I be an ideal in R. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(I) extRi(N, M) = 0 f  or all R-modules N of Jinite type such that 
supp NC V(I), andfor all integers i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., k. 
(2) ext,i(N, M) = 0 for some R-module N of finite type such that 
supp N = V(I), andfor all integers i = 0, 2, I,..., k. 
(3) there exist elements fi ,..., fk+l in I forming an M-regular sequence 
(G(I, M) 3 k + 0 
Proof. The proof goes by induction on k. Lemma 3.4 proves Theorem 
3.5 for k = 0. We refer to the proof of Proposition 3.3. in [16]. 
THEOREM 3.6. For a finitely generated nzodule M the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
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(1) n.d., ili > k; 
(2) for any ascending chain offinitely generated ideals {I,,):=‘=, there exists 
an integer n, such that G(I, : I7,+1 , &I) >, k + 1 for all n 3 no. 
?roof. (1) +- (2): follows from Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 3.5. 
(2) 2 (1): Follows from Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 2.4. 
Letting 3f == R in Theorem 3.6 we obtain the foliowing theorem: 
THEOREM 3.7. The followirzg conditions ar-e equivaleilt for a ring R: 
(1) n.d., R 3 k; 
(2) ~cheneaer zue haoe an ascending chain of jinitely gerzerated ideals 
I,CI,C~..CI,C... there exists an integer no such that G(K,, : I,,,) > k + i 
for all n 3 no . 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let k 3 0 be an integer- and suppose that n.d., R > k. 
If J’ is the set of prime ideals ifz R such that G(P) < k then R is _PNoetherian. 
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that whenever {IR)zEI is an ascending 
chain of f.g. ideals in R there exists an integer n, such that 
for all n >, TZ,, and all P E P. But this follows from Theorem 3.7. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let n be an integer n 2 0. If n.d., R > n, then R is 
n-1Voetheuian. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let T(R) denote the total quotient &g of R. The 
ilioetherian depth of a ying R is 3 0 if and only if T(R) is a Noetherian ring. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.7. 
We conclude this section with a few other corollaries of Theorem 3.6. 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let M be a Jinitely generated R-rno&le and let M be an 
R-module such that any N-sequence in R is an M-sequence. Then 
n.d., M > n.d., AT. 
Proof. Let I,CI,C---C&C... b e an ascending chain of ideals in R. 
Let n.d., K 2 k. There exists an integer fz,, such that G(In : Inil, IV) 2 k + ai 
for ~1 >, no . Since any N-sequence is an M-sequence we get that 
G(1, : Irztl , M) > k + 1 
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for n > n, . This implies that ext,i(I,z+,/In , M) = 0 for i < k and n > n, , 
and hence n.d., M >, k. 
COROLLARY 3.12. If &I is an R-module such that any R-sequence is an 
M-sequence then n.d., M 3 n.d., R. 
4. &-NOETHERIAN RINGS 
Let R’ be an R-algebra over the commutative ring R. We discuss the relation 
between n.d., R and n.d.,, R’. We prove that if R’ is a localization5 of R then 
n.d.,T R’ > n.d., R. We also prove that n.d.,, R’ = n.d., R if R’ is a poly- 
nomial ring in a finite number of indeterminants over R. 
LEMMA 4.1. If a : R -+ Ri’ is a localization and E is a .Z-injectise R 
module then E OR R’ is a Z-injective RR’-module. 
Proof, Since R’ is a flat R-module E(“’ OR R6 is an injective R-module 
(Theorem 1.12). Hence E’“) OR R’ . 1s an injective R’-module [14, Corollary 
1.31. Since Et”) @JR R’ g (E OR R’)@) we have proved that E OR R’ is a 
Z-injective R’-module. 
THEOREM 4.2. If 01 : R + R’ is a localization, then n.d.,, R’ > n.d., R. 
Proof. Let 0 + R -+ E, -+ E1 *.. + E, -+ .** be a minimal injective 
resolution of R. Since R’ is a flat R-module we derive the following exact 
sequence 
Theorem 4.2 follows now from Lemma 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If S is a multiplicatively closed set in R, then 
n.d.,s R, > n.d., R. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let a: : R + R’ be a ring homomorphism zuhich makes R’ 
into a faithfully flat R-module. Then n.d.,, R’ < n.d., R. 
Proof. We observe that since R’ is a Aat R-algebra n.d.,p R’ < n.d., R’. 
(Any injective lit-module is an injective R-module.) Since R is faithfully 
5 -4 ring epimorphism LL : R -R’ is a localization of R if a: induces on R’ the 
structure of a flat R-module. (See Silver ‘341.) 
6 E” is a countably infinite direct sum of copies of E. 
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flat over R, CL is an injection and R’/ol(R) is a flat R-module. We recall that the 
Noetherian depth of a flat R-module is at least as big as the Noetherian depth 
of R (Theorem 2.6). Applying Theorem 2.5 to the exact sequence 
0 + R 2 R’ - R’+(R) -+ 0 
gives then that n.d., R’ = n.d., R. Since n.d.Rr R’ < n.d., li’ it follows 
that n.d.,p R’ < n.d., R. 
Remark. If  M is an R-module than n.d.,, M 13~ R’ < n.d., 31. when R’ 
is a faithfully flat R-module. The proof is similar to the one just given. 
The following lemmas lead to the proof that n.d.R[i.l R[X] = n.d., R. 
LEMMA 4.5. If  E is a Cinjectiue R-modde then inj.dim,LX1 E[X] ,< 1; 
P~oqf. We shall first show that extk[,,(M[q, E[XJ) = 0 for any 
R-module M and any integer i > I. Let (3’): --f F,, + ... + F0 -+ JJ -+ 0 be 
a free resolution of M. Since E[X] as an R-module is isomorphic to E’ (which 
is an injective R-module), we derive the following eract sequence 
0 ---f horn&W, E[Xl) + hom,(F, , EIxqI) -+ *** * 
Next we note that the following sequence is exact and provides a free reso- 
lution of M[X]. 
(F[X]) : -+ F,,[X] + ... --j F&q 4 M[X] ---f 0. 
We derive the following complex 
0 + hom,l,l(F,[X], E[X]) + hom,[,@,[X], E$X’J) -+ *** s 
However, it is easily seen that for any two R-modules L, , L, we have 
a canonical Z-isomorphism between horn&& , LB[X]) and 
homRdM~l~ L&W 
This isomorphism induces a complex isomorphism between 
0 + horn@, ) E[X]) -+ ... and 0 + hom,&FJX], E[X]) -+ v** . 
This shows that ext&&J[X], E[X]) = 0 for all integers i >, 1. 
For any R[X’J-module M we have an exact sequence 
(see [Ill). This shows that ext&(M, E[X]) = 0 for any R[;kll-module M 
and any integer i > 2. Hence inj.dim,r,$?[X] < 1. 
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LEMMA 4.6. Let _P be a set of prime ideals ill R such that R is _PNoetherian. 
If WJiEJ is a family of R-modules such that for all i E J there exists a prime 
ideal Pi E-P such that the canozical map &Ii ---f (&Ii) @)R Rp is an injection, 
then the Noetheu’an depth of the direct sum uJ Mi is > 0. ’ 
Proof. Let il%( = ll& OR R,. . Since a submodule of Z,,-Noetherian 
module is Z,-,-Noetherian, it s&ices to show that JJ JJP, (= M) is 
.ZO-Noetherian. To prove this we use Lemma 2.3. Let {1n}z=‘=1 be an ascending 
chain of f.g. ideals. Since R is _PNoetherian there exists an integer n,, such 
that, for all PEP and all ?z > n, , (I&. = &+& . This implies that 
hom,(li,,+l/l, , M) = 0 for all IZ 3 n, and hence n.d., AI > 0. 
LEMnu 4.7. If E is a Z-injectiue R-module then n.d.R[xl E[X] = cc).’ 
Proof. Let E be a Z-injective R-module. There exists a family P of 
prime ideals in R such that E = LI_r E(R/P). Hence 
-WV zz LIr WW’) OR WW 
Let PEP and let-t, be a nonzero element in E’ = E(R/P) @jR R[X]. Formally, 
we can write y  = a, + a,X + ..’ + a,Xn where ai E E(R/P). We note that 
the annihilator of a nonzero element in E(R/P) is contained in P (See Lemma 
1.10). Imitating Nagatas proof of Lemma 6.3 in [15] we can prove that 
ann,[,ly C P[x]. Hence, the canonical map E’ + E’ &rX] R[X&,] is an 
injection. Since R is Noetherian with respect to the prime ideals P (Theorem 
l.ll), it follows that R[Xl is Noetherian with respect to the prime ideals 
PIXllpE_p [13, Th eorem 3.21, and it follows from Lemma 4.6 that E[X] is 
.Z,,-Noetherian. We have shown that n.d.,[,l E[X] > 0 for all Z-injective 
R-modules E. 
Let E1 be the R[X&injective envelope of E[X]. We get an exact sequence 
where E1 is Einjective (R[X]-module) since n.d.,[,l E[X] > 0 and Ez is 
injective since inj.dimBrxl E[X] < 1 (Lemma 4.5). From this sequence we 
derive the following exact sequence 0 -+ (E[X])” -+ (E,)” -+ (E,)” -+ 0. Since 
E1 is Z-injective, (E,)” is injective. And since (E[Xl)” s E’[X], we conclude 
that inj.dim,[,l (E[Xl)’ < 1; hence (E,)” is injective. This proves that Ez is 
Zinjective so n.d.,[,l E[X] = KI. 
THEOREM 4.8. If IIT is an R-module then n.d.Rtxl M[X’ = n.d., M. 
7 This lemma was proven jointly with R. M. Fossum. 
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Proof. R[X] is a faithfully flat R-module. It follows that 
n.d.R[xl M[X] < n.d., Ad 
(Remark after Theorem 4.4). 
On the other hand, let 0 -+ &Z + E, - E, + . ~. be a minimal injective 
resolution of M. We derive an exact sequence 
and it follows from Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 4.7 that 
n.d.R[xl M[X] > n.d., M. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.9. If  S = R[X, , X2 ,..., X,] is a polynomial ring in n 
indeterminants over R then n.d., S = n.d., R. 
Remark. We do not know w-hether Corollary 4.9 is true for an infinite 
number of indeterminants. 
5. &NOETHERIAN RINGS; n = 0, 1, OR a 
We conclude this paper by discussing En-Noetherian rings for some special 
values of n. 
THEOREM 5.1. TIze following conditions are equivalent for a ro~~zmutative 
ring R: 
(1) n.d., R 3 0; 
(2) There exists a finite fartzily of prime ideals -P ilt R suclz that Rp is a 
NoetheFian ring for all P E _P and tlze canonical map R + J& Rp is an injection; 
(3) The set ass R is finite and R, is a AToetherian ying for all P E ass R. 
Furthermore, Z(R) = up E iLSs R P. 
(4) i7e lzave an injection 01 : R -+ T of R into a Noetheriann rilzg T such 
that OL makes T into a flat R-nzodule. 
Proof. We shall prove the foilowing implications: 
(1) * (3) =c- (2) * (4) => (1). 
(I) = (3): It follows from Proposition 3.1 that ass R is finite and 
Z(R) = ‘Jmw P. If  P E ass R, then R/P is a submodule of a Za-Noetherian 
@I/21/2-7 
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module, and is therefore Z,,-Noetherian. The remark after Theorem 1.11 
shows that R, is Noetherian. 
(3) 3 (2): Let J’ = Ass R 
(2) 2 (4): Obvious. 
(4) + (1): Let E be the injective envelope of T as a T-module. Since T is 
a flat R-module E is a Z-injective R-module. Hence R is a submodule of a 
Cinjective R-module. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If R is a commutative ring where the zero ideal is aJinite 
intersection of prime ideals, then R is .Z,,-Noetherian. 
Proof. Follows from the equivalence between (1) and (2) in Theorem 
5.1. 
THEOREM 5.3. The following conditions are equivalent for a domain RR: 
(1) n.d., R > 1; 
(2) there exist a family of prime ideals _P such that 
(a> R= fl_pR~, 
(b) -Rp is a noetherian ring for all P E _P, 
(c) If  x is a non-zero element in R tlaere is only a jinite number of 
prime ideals P E P which contains x. 
Proof. Let Q be the quotient field of R and assume that R is 
.ZI-Noetherian. Then Q/R is Z,,-Noetherian and we let J’ = ass Q/R. 
(a): Let x E &, Rp and let I = ann X where f  is the image of x under the 
canonical map Q ---, Q/R. Since x E & Rp , it is easily seen that for all 
P E _P, I @ P. If  .% # 0, there exists an ideal I’ 1 I which is the annihilator of a 
nonzero element y  EQ~R, and I’ is maximal with-respect to this property. 
I’ is then a prime ideal and therefore I’ E ass Q/R. This is a contradiction 
and x z 0. Hence zc E R. 
(b): Follows from remark after Theorem 1.11. 
(c): Let x be a nonzero element in R and let P E P be a prime ideal con- 
taining 3. 
Since P E ass Q/R, P = ann 7 for y  E Q. Hence P = (r E R; yr E R). 
Since x E P it follows that ye E R. We get that P = (x) : (my), and hence 
P E ass RIxR. Since RIxR is &Noetherian (Theorem 2.5), ass RlxR is finite 
(Proposition 3.1), and, hence, there are only a finite number of prime ideals 
P E _P containing X. 
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(2) * (1): C on i Ions (a) and (c) imply that we have a canonical injection d t’ 
Q/R -+ &.Q/Rp E JJ_p(Q/R)p. Since (b) and (c) imply that R is 
_P-NoetheAan, it follows from Lemma 4.6 that Q/R is Es’,-Noetherian. 
Remark. Since a divisorial ideal is the annihilator of some subset of Q/R 
it follows that a Zr-Noetherian domain satisfies the ascending chain condition 
on divisorial ideals. We do not know whether this condition is sufficent for a 
domain to be 2;-Noetherian. (Added: J. Ohm has shown that it is not.) 
THEOREM 5.4. An integrally closed dwnain is &-Noethezian i f f  it is u 
l&El domain. 
Proof. A Krull domain satisfies the properties in (2) (Theorem 5.3) if we 
let _P be the prime ideals of height < 1. 
On the other hand, suppose that R is an integrally closed domain and 
n.d., R 3 1. It follows from Theorem 5.3 that R is the intersection of a family 
of integrally closed Noetherian domains, and hence R is completely integrally 
closed. We have remarked that R satisfies the ascending chain condition on 
divisorial ideals and it follows that R is a Krull domain [3]. 
Remark 1. We use this opportunity to give a cumbersome proof of the 
simple fact that a Priifer- and Krull domain is a Dedekind domain. Let R be 
both Priifer and Krull. It is proved by C.U. Jensen in [7] that w.gl.dim R < 1 
if A is a Priifer domain. Since a Krull domain is ,X1,-Noetherian (Theorem 5,4), 
it follows fromTheorem 2.8 that is a Noetherian domain of global dimension 1~ 
Remark 2. Theorem 5.4 together with some of the results in section 
4 can be used to prove the following classical theorems about Krull domains: 
If  R is a Krull domain and S is a multiplicitively closed subset of R, then 
RS is a Krull domain. Furthermore, the polynomial ring in a finite number of 
indeterminants over R is a Krull domain. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let R be a Noetherian Cohen Macaulay ring. If  {X,) is any 
set of illdeterminants then R[(X,)] is &-noetherian. 
Proof. Let 1r Cl, C ... C1, C ... be an ascending chain of f.g. ideals in 
T = R[(X’,}] and let m be any positive integer. Since T is m-Noetherian 
[13, Corollary 6.63, there exists an integer fz,, such that I, :1,+r is not contained 
in any prime ideal of height < m. To prove that G(In : 1& >, nz + 1 it 
suffices to show that G(1) > m + 1 f  or all ideals 1 which are not contained 
in any prime ideal of height < m. 
By Zorns lemma there exists an ideal P which is maximal with respect to 
the property of containing I and such that t = G(I) = G(P). We claim that P 
is a prime ideal. Let I1 and Ia be two ideals which strictly contain P. Hence, 
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G(I1) 3 t + 1 and G(Ia) > t + 1. Let a, , a, ,..., at, and 4 , ba ,..., b,,, be 
T-sequences of length t + 1 in 1, and I, respectively. Each of the elements 
ai and 6, involve only a finite number of the indeterminants and we can find 
&, , -G, ,..-, &, such that ial ,-.., at+l , 4 ,..., bt+,) CR[-$ , &, ,..., X*,1. 
It is then easily seen (since T is faithfully flat over R’ = R[X,, ,..., X/J) 
that a, ,..., a,, and b, ,..., b,, form R’-sequences in R’. Let II’ = I1 n R’ 
and 12’ = I, n R’. Since R’ is a Noetherian ring and G(I,‘) 2 t + 1 and 
G(1,‘) 3 t + 1 it follows that G(1,‘Ia’) >, t + 1. Since T is a flat R-module, 
it follows that G(1r.Q > t + 1, and, hence, 1Js g P. 
Next we shall show that G(P) > m + 1 when P is a prime ideal in T of 
height > m + 1. We can find some indeterminants Xfil ,..., Xai such that 
ht(P n RIXml ,..., X,,l) 3 m + 1. Since R[X,, ,..., XJ IS Cohen Maccaulay, 
G(P n R[X,% ,..., X,J) >, m + 1. This shows that G(P) 3 m + 1. 
COROLLARY 5.6. If k is a$eld then k[{X,}] is &-Noetherian. 
Remark. We do now know whether Theorem 5.5 is true when R is any 
Noetherian ring or when n.d., R = W. 
We shall finally consider &-Noetherian rings which are not Noetherian. 
THEOREM 5.7. If R is a ring of Jinite Krull dimension and ;f n.d.R R > 
dim R8 then R is Noetherian. 
Proof. Let (I,z}~zl be an ascending chain of ideals from R. We let 
k = dim R. There exists an integer n, such that G(I;, : 1,+1) 2 k + 1 for 
all integers n > n, (Theorem 3.7). We claim that 1T, : 1,+r = R for n > n,, . 
I f  not, there exists a maximal ideal M containing In : In, 1 . Hence 
G(M) > k + 1, but then htM > k + 1 > dim R. This is a contradiction 
and hence In : I,+1 = R for n 3 n, . 
THEOREM 5.8. Let R be a ring with finite injective dimension. If 
n.d., R > inj.dim R, then R is Noetherian. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.7. We note that 
inj.dim R > G(M) for any maximal ideal ll/I in R [l I]. 
COROLLARY 5.9.g Let R be a Krull domain of injective dimension 1. Then R is 
a Dedekind domain. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.4 and Theorem 5.8 that R is Noetherian. 
Since R is Noetherian, dim R < inj.dim R. Hence R is a Noetherian Krull 
domain of dimension 1. 
8 dim R = Krull dimension of R. 
* This result is proved in [lo]. 
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THEOREM 5.10. Let R be a &,-Noetherian ring which is not Noetherian, 
Then w.gl.dim R, inj.dim. R, and dim R are all injinite. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.8, Theorem 5.8 and Theorem 5.7. 
The author wishes to take this opportunity to thank Robert M. Fossum for many 
stimulating conversations. The important lemma, Lemma 4.5, was conjectured by 
Fossum and Lemma 4.7 was proven jointly with Robert Fossum. 
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